Phenology Network Leaders
Agenda and Discussion Guide
Friday, January 15, 2016
1 hour discussion –via GoToMeeting
Meeting began – 11:06 AZ/Mountain Time
Present on the call: LoriAnne Barnett (NCO), Erin Posthumus (NCO), Esperanza Stancioff (Signs of the Seasons Maine), Jody Einerson
(Oregon Season Trackers), Jessica Allen (Rio Grande Phenology Trail), Allison Jones-Lo (Santa Fe Botanical Garden)
Celebrate an achievement!
− Edessa’s group hosted 3 grass ID workshops at a few sites on the Central Arizona Phenology Trail. All of them were full at 14
people each, and they generated more interest in the trail and walks at sites. They are starting to schedule outings and
interpretive walks for the next few months.
− Esperanza – lots in the works! Made new partnerships. Retention is the biggest issue. Organization already set up tends to be
better, need to have social place for people to get together. New partners have these opportunities, but not the programming
at local level. Maine Audubon, Loon Program, Large Lakes Program. New position posted about 28 applicants.
− Jessica – Bosque Ecosystem Monitoring Program (BEMP) on board now – kids out to do monitoring along the river. Now are
doing NN with one of their sites and are doing monitoring with them. They’ve been good with using the protocol with younger
kids. They’d like to extend NN activities to more/most of their sites. Next week going down to Sevietta NWR to get them started.
Idea is to use the same site for BEMP for NN, as it is really accessible. Getting ready to send out second newsletter – trainings
for data collection and helping people judge more accurate phenophases, viz tool, etc. Heard that hands on works better than
webinar. Getting the volunteers together for a fun time to share experiences and show photos to create a better sense of
community.
− Allison – busy few days! Volunteers setting up a site at Whitby, cit sci team at the BG are planning to add plants (same species)
that are being monitoring at the wetlands, different ecosystems so should be interesting to see if there are differences in the life
cycles of the plants. Plants at wetlands are close to the freeway, track the contrast between both locations (could be different
due to moisture, heat and pollution). Noticed that plants closer to the pond have a more consistent life cycle. Mollie Parsons
liked the idea of monitoring similar plants in different ecosystems. Also trying to bring all of the volunteers together, who
usually do one thing, had some interest, might get more recruits.
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− Jody – worked with a lot of classrooms this past fall – 3 and 4 grade through high school. Doing NN and CoCoRAHS. 133
students total. Adults also participate, forestry and nat resource extension staff state wide decided to take on Oregon Season
Trackers so some of the Extension Staff in other counties are going to learn how to get that started. Train the trainer. Hopefully
will get started in February.
− LA – Tucson Phenology Trail update: I sent out the first newsletter last month to 109 people using Mail chimp. Thanks to Jody
and Jessica for testing Mail Chimp first. Here is the link to Mail Chimp if you want to try: www.mailchimp.com. Its free to use
unless you have a really large number of subscribers.
Discussion Topic: Program Sustainability using science or ecological management questions for research and outreach
− Jody, no question of their own but working with researchers to help them phrase questions, rather than them doing it. Need
lots of data, working around the state and pairing precip with it has a lot more data to work with.
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− Esperanza – historic dataset from lilacs, lots of researchers posed questions for them, using those data. This is the 6 season this
year. Not enough data yet, but knowing that they are looking at these things, able to piggy-back on Primack’s research (NELOP
and Greenwave). Show volunteers what is happening. Jake did webinar showing the data and how it matches with research
questions. Pollen summit researchers interest in creating questions for pollen and phenology. Marine species have questions
around them as well.
− LA, simple questions work too. Esperanza – agrees. Vis tool works too, show last 5 seasons and their variability. Simple
questions allow people to explore their own anecdotal data and are important steps in engaging volunteers before
− Allison – several questions already posed above. People who they are engaging doing other work. Really like how things are
coming together, local, short-term answers are interesting b/c that’s what grabs their attention rather than long term. How she
got started as an individual, stumbled onto NPN and was interested, surfing the net. Started monitoring her lilac and apple tree,
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joined botanical garden, got involved as a volunteer, found out they needed someone else to monitor.
LA – regarding group formation, networks come together for a variety of reasons. Some like CPP started with a science question
about phenology/NSF grant. Others like MN PN started around historical interest in region about phenology of certain plants,
have since had folks come forward with own datasets to share. Tucson Phenology Trail and Central AZ TP started as a way to
collaborate with natural resource organizations – provides a collaborative project to work on.
Esperanza – LA- How did the Signs of the Seasons program begin? In 2009 on while on sabbatical, I was always working on what
is now considered cit sci. Looked for something that would resonate with ME folks about how to be more climate literate and
engage in natural world. Went to Phenology Conference, met Abe Miller Rushing, Jake, Alyssa, thought that NN was a great fit
for what she wanted to do. Native species, connect how things are changing in Maine via climate change and biology. With Beth
Bisson as her partner, were able to engage people by putting their own spin on NN. Abe has since moved to ME to Acadia NP
and works closely with them now. It was nice to have the NN database to put the data so that was a helpful start. Jody agrees.
Spend more time on structure of the program, rather than the framework. Internalize the project and make it meaningful to
local community. LA – NPN wants to provide the platform and framework, but once size doesn’t fit all. Necessary to have local
spin on the project for success and sustainability. People call and want us to tell them how to do it but the answer is always “it
depends”.
Erin – Esperanza, do you primarily use the vis tool or do your volunteers? Both -It is an easy tool to use and easy tool to teach
volunteers. LA – Viz too seems to be Part of the sustainability of the program, by sharing the data back with participants.
Teachers have used in the classroom with Esperanza. Volunteers have used it too. Webinars useful to help get started.
Alison at a meeting this am – learning to use the vis tool, so the data could be used to help present to classrooms and prepare
the kids before they go out to the wetlands.
LA – what does everyone think of having short videos available for folks to get started?
Esperanza - thinks short videos could be good. Jody - a break down of all the steps on how to get started into a video would be
good, so folks can go home after a training to see in more detail how to use the program. Viz tool videos would also be helpful.
Alison likes idea of short video on how to read different phenophases.
LA – Erin, do you mind sharing our ideas for the data analysis templates? Erin – we’d like to provide a way for groups to
summarize data easily. Web page where you could find observations statistics, rather than phenology data, graphs of % of obs
by species or by observers, etc. We’d refer partners to vis tool for phenology data side of things. Be easy to pull out different
items of interest for a report. Using Tableau software, which allows us to present the data in this way, we can have several data
outputs to explore. Over the next few months can share with you. Will it be helpful? Everyone thinks that would be super useful.
We might do a draft webpage in March, send it to this network group and get some feedback on it. Plan on that for our March
th
call – March 18 .
Next month’s call February 19th, diversity panel discussion, LA will record in case you cannot join.

Meeting Adjourned –11:58 AZ/Mountain Time.
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